
 

ENGLISH (IBPS CLERK 15 SEPTEMBER 2018)
Q.1. It being a hot sunny day, I didn’t ask anyone for anything special when I 

finished the marathon - Adam’s ale was all I needed. 

 A. Chair to sit B. Beer to imbibe C. Rest after the race 

 D. A light meal to eat E. Water to drink 

Ans: E 

Q.2. whatever the manager says, you have to take everything with a pinch of salt 

because she has a habit of exaggerating things.  

 A. Not believe completely B. ignore 

 C. Blind faith  D. Listen attentively 

 E. Prove wrong 

Ans: A 

Q.3. The news that the company appeared to have cooked the books has resulted 

in pension funds and bondholders losing billions of dollars. 

 A. Bad loans B. Avoided taxes C. insolvent 

 D. Earned huge profits E. Financial fraud 

Ans: E 

Q.4. Everytime the U.S. thinks of India enjoying too much elbow room in any 

summit or talks, it starts  imposing limitations economically  on India. 

 A. comfort B. attitude C. intelligence 

 D. power E. negligence 

Ans: A 

Q.5. All the families in the society flats in Kolkata won free entry tickets to 

Science City. There they had a whale of a time.  

 A. A horrible experience B. A pleasant experience 

 C. A lot of issues D. A long wait in the queue 

 E. Boring moments 

Ans: B 

Q.6. I am too busy to come to the cafe this lunchtime as I need to finish the task 

by today - I’ll be taking lunch al desko. 

 A. late than the usual time B. Outside 

 C. After approval D. Eating at the desk while working. 

 E. After the completion of task 

Ans: D 

Q.7. Though in some countries practice of Euthanasia for terminally ill patients is 

in news, in India it has become a  hot potato these days. 

 A. disease without any medicine to cure 

 B. Something not to discuss 

 C. Current topic of contention 

 D. solution having costly price 

 E. Rare medicine to find 

Ans: C 

Q.8. During his frequent visits to all the branches, the manager realized that the 

organisation now requires new foreign investors to save its bacon. 

 A. To keep the shares B. In investments 

 C. To get some profits D. To become bankrupt 

 E. Rescue from failure 

Ans: E 

Q.9. There have been a lot of political talks and meetings between India and 

China over the years but none can see any silver lining in the ongoing trade 

summit between them. 

 A. argument  B. efforts C. doubts 

 D. pessimism E. hopefulness 

Ans: E 

 

Q.10. The court did not find any proper evidence of the crime and concluded that 

the case will be on ice for a while and may be escalated if necessary. 

 A. shifted B. closed C. solved 

 D. Left hanging E. settled 

Ans: D 

Q.11. Your instructor is a tough grader, be sure to     dot your 'i's and cross your 't's 

on your research. 

 A. Copy every word  B. Maintain a record 

 C. Be present on regular basis D. Pay complete attention 

 E. Do routine analysis 

Ans: D 

Q.12. I convinced them to start displaying my artwork. Though I’m making a loss 

on it,  it’s a foot in the door. 

 A. Non profitable business 

 B. Initial inroad with profit in future 

 C. End up getting nothing 

 D. Uninteresting task 

 E. Start up 

Ans: B 

 jaunty(adj
+
) 

 Meaning – cheerful, enthusiastic. ज़ िंदाज़दल 

 Memory stick – it sounds like…jaya ki aunty bahut jaunty hain… 

 Jonty rodes, the S.A. fielder is known for his cheerfulness. 

 

 decimate(v
-
) 

 Meaning - destroy, बरबाद करना 

 Memory trick – it sounds like checkmate in chess…checkmate. matlab 

finish ho jana, khatam ho jana, waise hi decimate matlab pura finish. 

 

 idiosyncrasy(n
-
) 

 Meaning – madness   पागलपन 

 Memory trick –  ek idiot crazy hokar idiosyncrasy kr rha hai 

 

 idyllic(adj
+
) 

 Meaning – delightful   प्रफुल्ल  

 Memory trick – idli jo hai wo idyllic lag rhi hai. 

 

 vagrant (adj
-
)  

 meaning – wanderer   घुमक्कड़ 

 Memory trick – it sounds like …. Jo bhag rha hai anant…wo hai vagrant. 

 

 Referendum (one word) 

 A general vote by the electorate on a single political question which has 

been referred to them for a direct decision. 

 

 A referendum (plural: referendums or referenda) is a direct vote in which an 

entire electorate is invited to vote on a particular proposal. Some definitions 

of 'plebiscite'  or ‘ballot question’ suggest that it is a type of vote to change 

the constitution or government of a country. However, some other countries 

define it differently. 
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